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Abstract 
Some of the possible decays of pp collisions at LHC experiment are considered. The vector bosons 
mediating in the electroweak interactions and right-handed leptons except neutrinos are assumed 
to be the most resultant particles from the pp collisions. Neutrinos and anti-neutrinos will be ob-
served when one-double electron charged vector bosons are the resultant particles. The charge 
conservation is thought to be the dominant factor of these decays. The amplitude transitions for 
Feynman diagram of these decays are written. 
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1. Introduction 
The Standard Model (SM) is in difficulties with defining the problems: 
1) The Higgs particle mass, 
2) Including the gravitational interactions to the SM, 
3) The dark matter representation in the model, 
4) The masses for neutrinos, 
5) Large gap energy between electroweak scale and Planck scale, 
6) The unification of gauge couplings of the electroweak interactions at some energy scale if the four funda-

mental forces are the result of a local gauge theory with a higher fundamental symmetry. 
The recent experiments mainly LHC and the future colliders will solve these problems. The electromagnetic 

field interactions and weak interactions are combined in a single representation by the Glashow-Weinberg-Sa- 
lam Model of the electroweak interactions based on the gauge group SU(2) × U(1) which is in good agreement 
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with the experimental results. Later the strong interactions are included to the theory and the group is written as 
SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y. This group defines the SM particles. Since the four fundamental forces; weak, elec-
tromagnetic, strong, and gravity; are equal at the Grand Unified Theory (GUT) energy scale, the some of the ad-
ditional neutral gauge bosons might be discovered at CERN LHC experiment as well as the lightest supersym-
metric stable particle of the dark energy and the particles which have at the same time the properties of the lep-
tons and quarks or the states changes to each other named as lepto-quarks or exotic fermions. The fermionic par-
ticles of the SM are grouped in the representation of the three generations as 
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                                    (1) 

The first two particles of each group are the leptons with charges 0, –1 respectively in the unit of the electron 
charge. The last two are quarks with the electron charge +2/3 and –1/3 for u and d type quarks. Each particles 
described have their anti-particles. These particles all together build up the matter around us. 

2. Some Particles Decaying from pp Collisions at LHC 
The breaking of 6E  gives other gauge groups. Concentrating on the SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1) effective theory, 
the ( )1U χ

, ( )1U ψ
, ( )1U η

 are the possible U(1)’s in broken E6 GUT’s and the extra U(1) is an Abelian 

symmetry with its associated “hypercharge” Y [1]; 
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The symmetry will be spontaneously broken by a Higgs sector consisting of one doublet and one singlet [1]. 
The decays pp W ll′→ →  have the same validity as the decays given by pp Z ll′→ → , where l  refers  

to anti-leptons except right-handed neutrinos. This is true because in [2] [3] the mass of the Z ′  is estimated by 
calculating the Z ′  decay width as the same procedure of calculating the 0Z  boson decay width. Using the re-
lation [4]  

cosZ W WM M θ→                                     (3) 

given for the Z ′  and W ′ , there is no doubt in writing the relation as 
cosW Z WM M θ′ ′→ .                                    (4) 

In [2] [3] Z ′  mass is estimated around 630 GeV and the Weinberg angle is taken as 

2 3sin
8Wθ =                                        (5) 

at GUT scale. Therefore,  
498 GeVWM ′ ≈ .                                     (6) 

Using the conservation of the protons’ charges, some of the possible pp collisions decays will be such that 
(Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

When it is assumed that the anti-leptons are the resultant particles as the vector bosons then the right-handed 
neutrinos couldn’t be seen as the resultant particles. In these decays instead of the intermediate vector bosons the 
neutral and plus-charged Higgs bosons could take the place. The Higgs bosons would be the plus ones replaced 
in the resultant particles such that ll . The neutral Higgs boson could be the one replaced in neutral mediating 
vector bosons ,Z W′ ′ . 

The scattering amplitude for the diagrams in Figure 1 and Figure 2 can be written down by using the ampli-
tude evaluated for the Kπ + +  scattering in [5] as 
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Figure 1. The diagram for the decay ,pp U llν++→ .          
 

 

Figure 2. The diagram for the decay ,pp V V ll+ +→ .         
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where  

( ) ( ) ( )1 23 42 2

1 1 eiq x
V VA V J V eN N p p

q q
µ µ+ + ⋅= − = − +                     (8) 

with  

2 1V Vq p p= −                                       (9) 

and 
2 1
,V Vp p  are the four momentum of the resultant particles. The 4-curent for proton is: 

( ) ( )1 2 1 2J p eN N p pµ µ= + .                               (10) 

Since the protons have the same 4-momentum it is true to write down: 

1 2p p p= =                                      (11) 

Therefore, the exponential term not written in Eqn. (10) is 1. The scattering amplitude can be written as 

( ) ( ) ( )2 1 2 1

41 2 2 4
3 4 22 2π 2fi V V V V

gS e N N N p p p p x i p p
q
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= − + − − + 
 

                 (12) 

Again the waves for both of two protons must be the same, so 1 2N N N= =  is taken in Equation (12). In  

Equation (12) the N , 3N , and 4N  are the normalization factors; 2

ig
q

µν

−  is the propagator for the mediating 

bosons; q refers to the momentum differences between the final and the initial states, and the four-momenta  
conservation is given by the term ( ) ( )2 1

4 42π 2V Vp p pδ + −  for incoming and outgoing particles. 
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3. Conclusion 
Although the SM has some difficulties, it is strongly a correct model to extend at the GUT scale. By using the 
previous works the W' gauge boson mass is estimated to be around 498 GeV. The resultant particles from pp 
collisions are assumed to be a double positive-electron charged vector boson with a neutrino or anti-neutrino, or, 
two vector bosons each with one positive-electron charge, instead of the latter one; two anti-leptons are also ac-
cepted except the neutrinos. The pp collisions at GUT scale will give the scattering amplitudes as done in this 
work.  
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